
How Speaking is Assessed

The Speaking test assesses whether candidates can

communicate effectively in English.

Speaking performance is assessed by certificated examiners who

are appointed by the test centre and approved by the British

Council or lOP: IELTS Australia.

The examiner rates the candidate's performance throughout the

Speaking test, using detailed performance descriptors. These

describe speaking performance at the nine IELTS bands

according to four different criteria:

Fluency and Coherence

This criterion refers to the ability to talk with normal levels of

continuity, rate and effort, and to link ideas and language together

to form coherent, connected speech.

Speech rate and speech continuity provide evidence of the

fluency criterion.

Logical sequencing of spoken sentences, clear marking of stages

in a discussion, narration or argument, and the use of cohesive

devices (e.g. connectors, pronouns and conjunctions) within and

between sentences provide evidence of the coherence criterion.

Lexical Resource

This criterion refers to the ability to use a range OT vocabulary and

to express meanings and attitudes with precision.

The variety of words used, the adequacy and appropriacy of the

words used, and the ability to overcome vocabulary gaps by

using other words provide evidence of the lexical resource

criterion.

Grammatical Renge and Accuracy

This criterion refers to the ability to use a range of grammatical

items accurately and appropriately.

The length and complexity of the spoken sentences, the

appropriate use of subordinate clauses, and the range of

structures used provide evidence of the grammatical range

criterion.

The frequency of grammatical errors and the communicative

effect of such errors provide evidence of the grammatical

accuracy criterion.

Pronunciation

This criterion refers to the ability to use a range of phonological

features consistently and accurately to convey meaning.

The intelligibility of sounds produced, the appropriate use of

rhythm, stress and intonation, and the degree of effort required

by the listener to understand what is being said provide evidence

of the pronunciation criterion.

Ali criteria have equal weighting.

The public version of the Speaking band descriptors is available

on the IELTS website www.ielts.org



Sample Candidate Speaking Tests
and Examiner Comments
On the CD included at the back of the booklet, you will find three

candidate Speaking tests. Below, you will find examiner

comments on each test and the Band Scores given.

The examiner guidelines for assessing candidate performance on

the Speaking test are very detailed. There are many different

ways a candidate may achieve a particular Band Score. The

candidate performances on the CD should not be regarded as

definitive examples of any particular Band Score.

Speaking Test Example 1: Pakistani male

Examiner Comments
Band 7.5

The candidate speaks rapidly but fluently and his responses are

relevant and weH developed. He uses a sophisticated range of

markers and cohesive devices. There is some repetition, but this

has no effect on coherence. He uses a wide range of vocabulary

with confidence and ease. There are many examples of precise

idiomatic usage and good collocation. Inaccuracies are rare and

minor. Overall, his control of grammar is alittie weaker than other

features of his performance. Though many sentences are correct,

and he uses a wide range of sentence types, there are article

and preposition problems and some verb form errors. These limit

the rating for this criterion. He can be followed throughout the

test, and he uses intonation and stress to good communicative

effect. There are many examples of very naturalspeech.

However, the speed of his speech, coupled with his strong

accent, results in the marked pronunciation of some words. This

is a high-Ievel candidate whose variable grammatical control

limits his rating to Band 7.5.

Speaking Test Example 2: Thai female

Examiner Comments
Band 5
The candidate keeps going but she relies on strategies such as

repetition and listing, and she has a slightly slow delivery. Some

cohesive devices are used but she often resorts to 'yes' when

she cannot complete an idea. Her sentences become disjointed

at times and she loses fluency as her language becomes more

complex. She manages to respond in ali sections of the test and

produces some adequate vocabulary. However, her limitations

are apparent in her use of simple expressions, such as 'very nice'

and 'something like that', and there is a lot of repetition. Despite

attempts to use complex language, most of her sentences are

simple. Some are incomplete and many contain errors. She uses

mainly present tenses with noticeable omissions of articles and

prepositions. There is occasional mispronunciation of words, such

as 'clothes' and 'grammar', caused by her confusion/omission of

individual sounds. Overall, however, she can be understood and

she is beginning to use word stress and intonation to express her

ideas. This candidate achieves a range of marks that result in an

overall Band 5.

Speaking Test Example 3: Iranian female

Examiner Comments
Band 6.5
The candidate gives long responses but she hesitates at times

and repeatedly uses 'errn', which limits her fluency. She links

her ideas using a range of connectors and markers but she uses

some inaccurately. Her range of vocabulary is astrong feature

of her interview, although her performance dips slightly in Part 2.

She can use les 5 common vocabulary, collocations and idiomatic

express ion5 to good effect. However, there are examples of error

and inappropriate word use. A range of sentence types is used

and many of these are correct. She has good control of tenses

and modal verbs. Conditionals are frequent and often accurate,

and there are many examples of complex structures. However,

there are some basic errors in preposition and pronoun use, as

weil as errors in word order. Her pronunciation is very clear but

word 5 are frequently over-pronounced and her speech is

monotonous and jerky. Occasional confusion is caused by

mispronunciation of words. The candidate has astrong lexical and

structural base, but there is an effort involved in the way

she speaks. This limits her rating to Band 6.5.


